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China’s Pharmaceutical Market
• Driven in part by Chinese government Initiative that includes ensuring access of new 

medicines to the Chinese people
– Healthy China 2030

• Estimated to reach $161.8 billion by 2023*
• 30% share of the global pharmaceutical market*
• As such, it is a huge potential opportunity for companies to grow sales

China has moved from being a secondary market to a 
primary market for Pharma

*https://www.chinadaily.com.cn/a/201912/20/WS5dfc27a7a310cf3e3557f6da.html



China Clinical Studies

• When China was a secondary market, China specific studies were often conducted after 
marketing applications were submitted in primary regions.
– No impact to US/EU marketing applications

• With China moving to a primary market, China studies may be included in initial marketing 
applications

• There may also be China cohorts in global efficacy trials

Inclusion of China Cohorts in Global Phase 3 Studies Has The Potential to Place an Increased Focus
on the Bioanalytical Data from These Studies especially if Multiple BA labs are Utilized Within a Study



The Bioanalytical Challenge
Background and Current State
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Strategic Shift by Pharma to Include China in Initial Wave of Approvals  
• Implementation of that strategy may require China participation in global clinical 

trials.  
• Local (China only Phase I) studies may also be required early in development in 

order to support inclusion of Chinese participants in the Global trials.   
• Samples collected during these studies will require Bioanalytical Support

Chinese government regulations place controls on what laboratories 
may be used for bioanalytical work

• Due to limitations imposed by the Chinese government, it may not be possible to 
export samples from China to laboratories used for samples collected ex-China



Regulatory Landscape in China Relevant to Bioanalytical Support
Background and Current State
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National Medical Products Administration (NMPA) 
• Responsible for regulation of drugs and medical devices
• Responsible for Clinical Study Approval (CSA)

Human Genetic Resources Administration of China (HGRAC)
• Under the Ministry of Science and Technology (MOST) 
• Responsible for protection of human genetic resources (HGR) through the regulation of the collection and use of any 

source of genetic material such as cells, blood specimen, etc., as well as information or data relating to such material.
• All clinical trials that involve collection and usage of human biospecimens, including uses unrelated to genetics, 

must be approved by HGRAC. 
• HGRAC must approve laboratories planned to be used to analyze samples from each study

• Approval is needed regardless of whether labs are in or outside of China
• HGRAC must approve export of samples if analysis is planned to be outside of China

• Regulations in effect since 1998, recently updated and strengthened in mid-2019

China Inspection and Quarantine (CIQ)
• Approval needed for export and import of samples/materials
• New regulations require Lead Investigator to apply for export approval and inspection



Study Approval Steps
• Clinical Trial Authorization – NMPA
• HGRAC Approval(s)

• Initial application 
• Identify laboratories to be used for non-exploratory analyses

• Provide rationale if sample exportation is requested
• Supplementary application

• Identify laboratories to be used for exploratory analyses 
• Intellectual property and data sharing considerations are associated with exploratory analyses 

• HGRAC Shipment export application
• If exportation is approved in initial application, a separate application must be submitted when each 

shipment is ready for export

• CIQ application
• A recent policy change requires this to be submitted by lead investigator to local CIQ office prior to each 

shipment but after receipt of HGRAC shipment export approval; formerly central lab could file application.  
Triggers customs inspection at lead investigator site.



Study Objective/Endpoint Considerations

• Primary, Secondary, Tertiary Objectives/Endpoints
– Require data sharing with clinical investigators in China
– Included in primary HGRAC application

• Exploratory Objectives/Endpoints
– Require data and intellectual property sharing with clinical investigators in China
– Require a supplementary HGRAC application

• Samples for Future Biomedical Research should not be included
• Sample disposal timelines should be defined – 1 to 2 years after analysis complete

Including PK or Immunogenicity Assessment as an Exploratory Endpoint Adds a Layer of Complexity to the
China Study Approval Process



Current State of Bioanalytical Support for China Studies

• Prior to 2019, in many cases, justification for sample exportation was accepted
• New HGRAC regulations implemented in 2019 have led to an increased rate of rejections for 

requests to export samples for bioanalysis
• In response to the COVID pandemic, to our knowledge very few sample export requests have 

been approved since early 2020
• Changes in CIQ regulations that require primary investigator to apply for export and undergo 

inspection have added to export challenges
• As a result, at least for the present, the majority of PK and ADA samples collected in China 

need to be analyzed in China



Working to Drive Change 
Pharma - China Regulatory Interactions

• RDPAC
– Under the China Association of Enterprises with Foreign Investment (CAEFI), the R&D-

based Pharmaceutical Association Committee (RDPAC) is a non-profit organization made 
up of 45 member companies with pharmaceutical R&D capability.

– Partners with PhRMA and EFPIA



Recent HGRAC/RDPAC Interaction



Recent Industry Experiences

• American Assoc. for Pharmaceutical Sciences (AAPS) has established a discussion group to 
share experiences regarding bioanalytical support for China studies
– Monthly Webex meetings 
– Representatives from over 20 organizations participate 
• Primarily US Pharma and CROs

• Over the last few months two companies have shared that they have been able to obtain 
HGRAC export approval for samples from clinical studies conducted in China
– Genentech
– Sanofi – indicated that these were samples for immunogenicity assay and basis for export 

request was difficultly  associated with cross validation of ADA assays and the generally 
accepted position that all ADA assays from a study should be conducted in the same lab
• Willingness of PI to work with sponsor for CIQ application/inspection



Options for Support of Global Studies with a China Cohort
• Attempt to get HGRAC to approve export of samples

– Pro:  Eliminates need for cross validation and ensures consistent results
– Con: Low probability of success

• Analyze all samples in China
– Pro:  Eliminates need for cross validation
– Con:  Import challenges for ex-China samples – example:  COVID testing
– Con:  May be challenging or impossible to get ex-China samples out of China once 

analyzed
• Utilize separate labs for China and ex-China cohorts

– Pro:  Highest probability for HGRAC approval
– Con:  Cross validation of assays required



The Bioanalytical Laboratory Landscape in China

• Prior to 2015, a large percentage of BA work in China was conducted by academic 
institutions
– Bioanalytical support bundled by investigators with clinical study conduct

• In 2015, China instituted a self-assessment program that mandated that sponsors assess 
studies that they submitted for compliance to regulatory expectations
– Implemented prior to an enhanced inspection program
• Serious issues identified during regulatory inspection would disqualify sponsor from future submissions for 

multiple years

• Led to shift in bioanalytical landscape toward “commercial” BA labs
– Some of these are part of multinational organizations 



Assay Validation and Study Audit Considerations

• Methods (PK/Immunogenicity) to support China studies should be validated in accordance 
with global BMV guidances
– China specific guidances are largely in line with EMA/FDA guidances
• ICH M10, once implemented, will result in completely consistent guidance for PK type assays

• Audits
– Audit of China Studies by NMPA is common, and should be anticipated
– Audit is typically end to end
• Clinical site/sample collection
• Bioanalytical lab – usually a focus on chain of custody of samples
• PK calculations

– Unique to China audits – need to reproduce PK calculations in the presence of the auditor
• Report modeling efforts separately from the CSR

– Consider audit experience when selecting a China BA lab



Regulatory Guidance Regarding PK Assay Cross-Validation

• US FDA 2018 Guidance
– Cross validation is a comparison of validation parameters of two or more bioanalytical 

methods or techniques that are used to generate data within the same study or across 
different studies. Also, cross validation is necessary when sample analyses within a 
single study are conducted at more than one site or more than one laboratory.

• 2011 EMA Guidance
– Where data are obtained from different methods within and across studies or when data 

are obtained within a study from different laboratories, applying the same method, 
comparison of those data is needed and a cross validation of the applied analytical 
methods should be carried out. 



Cross-Validation for Immunogenicity Assays

• US FDA Immunogenicity Guidance
– Reproducibility is an important consideration if an assay will be run by two or more independent laboratories during a 

study, and a sponsor should establish the comparability of the data produced by each laboratory.

• NMPA Immunogenicity Guidance
– If samples will be tested by two or more independent laboratories during the study, reproducibility is an important 

consideration, and the comparability of data generated by different laboratories should be ensured. Comparable method 
performance should be established between laboratories, including cut-off value, sensitivity, drug tolerance, and 
precision.



Cross-Validation Considerations

• Scenario 1:  The only subjects in the study are from China
– If assay used outside of China can be established within China, a cross-validation may not 

be required
• Recommended that China lab conduct and document full assay validation
• Need for cross-validation issue driven and assessed by sponsor

– If assay used in China is different from that used to support ex-China studies, cross-
validation is required

• Scenario 2: Global study with separate labs supporting China and ex-China work
– Cross-validation required

If Cross Validation Fails or is not Possible, the Ability to Aggregate China Data
with Ex-China Data from Global Studies may be Limited



PK Cross-Validation

• May be conducted with spiked and/or post-dose samples
– Importing post-dose samples into China may be challenging due to COVID testing 

requirements
• Develop a priori data analysis plan/acceptance criteria
• Data analysis should include assessment of bias

– Applying ISR criteria alone does not satisfy this requirement
• Differentiate within lab from between lab variability by conducting replicate analyses over several days



Cross Validation for Immunogenicity Assays
• Cross-validation of Immunogenicity assays is not explicitly covered in regulatory guidance

– Immunogenicity assays typically use a “surrogate” as positive control
• Testing samples spiked with surrogate may or may not yield results representative of patients’ samples
• Ideally previously tested patient samples should be used to compare immunogenicity results between labs

– Importation of patient samples into China may be logistically challenging especially in the COVID era
– Immunogenicity assays utilize a cut-point to differentiate between positive and negative
• Cut points are typically determined on a lab by lab basis and are set based on control matrix available at 

the lab
– Cut points for the same assay may differ significantly between labs, hence impacting the immunogenicity 

rate generated at the different labs

Demonstration of Consistent Immunogenicity Results Between
Labs May Be Challenging



What if Cross-Validation Fails

• Reports that HGRAC have been willing to re-consider export requests if cross-validation 
efforts fail
– Data from cross-validation attempt needed to be provided



Closing Thoughts

• Support of bioanalytical work in China requires the navigation of a complex set of regulatory 
requirements.

• The current restrictions on sample export may require assay establishment in China to 
support analysis of samples collected from China subjects

• Global studies with China cohorts may require the use of multiple labs to support bioanalysis
– triggering the need for assay cross-validation

• The bottom line, however, is that successful navigation of the process results in a win-win 
situation for China (new therapeutics become available) and Pharma (new markets).
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